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Illinois gets tougher on DUI
New law would
punish first
time offenders
David Lopez
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Some Carbondale residents may soon
need more than a key to start their cars.
Gov. Rod Blagojevich recently signed
a bill that would force first-time DUI
offenders with suspended licenses to
install an alcohol detection device in their
car if they want to drive. Drivers would
have to blow less than a .08 on the breath
alcohol ignition interlocking device, or
BAIID, in order to drive while serving
their suspensions.
Previous Illinois law allowed firsttime offenders to apply for a judicial
driving permit that allowed them limited
driving privileges while on a suspended
license. Three-month suspensions are
handed out to drivers who either fail a
breath-test or refuse to take the test.
The new law does away with judicial
driving permits and increases the length
of suspensions to six months for failing
the test and one year for refusing to take
the test.
Drivers with a suspended license will
have to apply for a monitoring device
driving permit and get the BAIID
installed in order to operate their vehicles.
“It’s effective, and will stop people
from actually driving their cars while
they’ve been drinking, which is the point,”
said Susan Mckinney, manager of the
BAIID division in Illinois.
Heather Ruhl, a freshman from
Breese studying journalism, thinks the
new law will not do much to deter drunk
driving.
“I think it’s a little extreme,”Ruhl said.
“People will still keep drinking and driving, cause people think that they’ll never
get caught.”
McKinney said the BAIIDs cost
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OUR WORD, page 6: Gus Bode says
goodbye beaches, hello enrollment.

University
hopes for
capital
funds
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Four bottles of New Castle Brown Ale sit on a state trooper’s car while officers search a vehicle that
was pulled over for illegal transportation of alcohol Sept. 1, 2006, on the corner of Monroe Street and
Illinois Avenue. Two individuals in the vehicle were underage.
anywhere from $100 to $150 to install,
and the driver must pay $70 to $80 a
month for upkeep and rental. Offenders
also must pay an additional $30 a month
in administrative monitoring fees.
According to McKinney, the new
law would allow drivers with suspended

licenses more freedom than the previous
law, so long as they use the BAIID.
The law does not go into effect until
Jan.1,2009.Mckinney said the extra time
is necessary for the state to deal with the
increased amount of BAIIDs that will
be in use.

“Right now there’s about 3,000 people driving with BAIIDs,” McKinney
said. “After the law goes into effect that
number is expected to climb to about
30,000.”
David lopez can be reached at 536-3311 ext.
273 dave.lopez@siude.com.

The future Morris Library could
be shrinking — at least temporarily.
Construction on the top two
floors of the library will be delayed
unless the university garners capital
funds from the state to finish the
project, said Cathy Hagler, Executive
Director of Administration. The university has asked the state for $16.7
million to finish the project, Hagler
said.
The university is depending on
about $68 million in capital funding
to finish the library and construct
the new Transportation Education
Center, Chancellor Fernando Treviño
said Wednesday. The capital funds
would be released early next year, if
the state approves them.
Treviño said planning is about
one-fourth of the way finished for
the new Transportation Education
Center, for which SIUC requested
$41.3 million from the state.
If no capital bill passes, the project
will be put on hold for a year, he said,
but if it is approved the university
will begin accepting bids for construction immediately.
SIU President Glenn Poshard
said in an interview last month the
funding for the center was of extreme
importance to the university.
“If we don’t get that built, we’re
going to have to continue to have
the No. 1 automotive program in
the whole nation out in those old
barracks,” he said. The automotive
See FUNDS, Page 10

New enrollment
Southern Illinois bled dry
manager addresses American Red Cross seeks more donors
university’s goals
Danny Wenger
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Christian Holt
DAILY EGYPTIAN

The role of the vice chancellor
for enrollment management is to
“supervise admissions, financial aid,
records and registration and new
student programs,” Valle said.
“What I try to do is look at all
those factors that influence enrollment,” she said.
On her first impressions of
SIUC, Valle said she thought university officials had a pretty good
team but admitted there were some
important positions that still needed to be filled.
Many students at SIUC have
voiced concern about the enrollment issue the university has faced
in the past few years.

Victoria Valle received a warm
welcome to Carbondale from an
apartment without running water
and a flat tire.
Fortunately for Valle, SIUC’s
new assistant vice chancellor for
enrollment management, her days
in Carbondale have been much
better since.
SIUC officials hired Valle, who
began work last week, to further the
work of Carmen Suarez, the interim enrollment manager. Suarez said
in an interview last month she was
excited for Valle to join the SIUC
community, and thought she would
be a great addition to the staff.
See VALLE, Page 10

A lack of units in local blood
banks has the region looking pale.
During the summer, regional
blood supplies dropped, and hospitals are now feeling the pinch.
Recently, some hospitals had to
prioritize their surgeries because
no blood was available in case
of an emergency. Other hospitals have had to delay surgeries
and turn away emergency room
patients because they had no blood
units.
Robert Ferrera, associate donor
recruitment account manager, said
only half-a-day’s worth of blood
was available last weekend in the
region. He said the shortage caused
a hospital in Cape Girardeau, Mo.
to turn patients away from its
emergency room.
See BLOOD, Page 10
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Tim Busse, a freshman studying animal science from Farina,
looks the other direction as the collection technician from The
American Red Cross sticks a needle in his arm at a blood drive in the
Student Center Wednesday.
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NEWS BRIEFS

Voices of Inspiration
Rehearsal

• 7 p.m. every Tuesday and Thursday at
Lawson Hall
• Choir rehearsal for SIUC’s Gospel Choir
• Contact Angela Jiles at 708-925-2425 or
Freddie Holiday at 618203-9883 for more
information

Dealing with Sexual
Harassment

• 5-6:30 p.m. Thursday at the Student
Health Center, Room 111/112
• A workshop to help international students at SIUC to better understand what
sexual harassment is, the laws/policies
that protect them, how to prevent it, etc.

La Table Francaise
(French Table)

• 3 - 5 p.m. Thursday at Common Grounds
Coffee House
• Free, contact John at 618-967-7930 for
more information

Festival Latino

• 12 - 3 p.m. Friday at the Free Forum Area
• Come celebrate the beginning of Latino
Heritage Month with free food and a performance of traditional Aztec Dance
• Free of charge, everyone is welcome

Tattoos in the Ivory
Tower

• All throughout September outside the
School of Journalism
• A picture exhibition which explores the
adornment of tattoos by students, faculty,
and other people affiliated with SIUC

Mike Glenn Panel
Discussion

• Time 7 p.m., Thursday in Life Science III
Auditorium
• This week’s topic: Community: Hockers
and a Hawaiian Prostitute Party
• Contact Patrick Logan at 618-559-4918 or
Allison Staley at 618-315-0152
• Skeptics welcome!

Submit calendar items to the
D AILY E GYPTIAN newsroom,
Communications 1247, at least
two days before event, or call
536-3311, ext. 266.

POLICE REPORTS

WA S H I NG TON (AP) — An 8-yearold boy whose mother was deported to
Mexico led a chanting crowd of about
150 pro-immigration activists through
congressional offices Wednesday. Capitol
police arrested two demonstrators for disorderly conduct.
Saul Arellano and other children carried a banner that read, “Born in the USA.
Don’t take our moms and dads away.”
The boy’s mother, Elvira Arellano, was
deported last month after taking refuge in
a Chicago church for a year.
Police tussled with demonstrators after
they taped a letter to the door of House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi, who was in Oregon
for a forum on global warming.
The crowd went to Pelosi’s office after a
news conference at House offices that was
punctuated by chants of “Si, se puede,” or
“Yes, we can.”
Saul Arellano, wearing baggy pants
and looking distracted, joined other children at the front of the procession. He was
followed by someone holding an icon of
the Virgin of Guadalupe and two others
holding large flags, one Mexican and one
Puerto Rican. One child hesitated to board
an escalator, creating a bottleneck.
The crowd chanted in support of Elvira
Arellano, who was in the United States
illegally for several years before taking
sanctuary at Chicago’s Adalberto United
Methodist Church, where she lived with
her son for a year in defiance of a deportation order.
She left the church last month to speak
to other immigrants around the country
and was arrested in Los Angeles by immigration authorities. They deported her to
Tijuana, Mexico, where she has been promoting an overhaul to U.S. immigration
laws.

Lawmakers begin
hearings to oppose
budget cuts

• Time TBA. Sept. 22 at the African
American Museum
• Discussion on African-Americans in
athletics.
• Free Admission

Inter Varsity

8-year-old leads march
for immigration issues

S P R IN GFI ELD (AP) — Illinois legislators intend to spotlight the struggles of
firefighters, elderly veterans, small-town
ambulance services and more in the latest
round of their long budget fight with Gov.
Rod Blagojevich.
Hoping to build support to overturn
some of the governor’s budget cuts,
the House began a series of hearings
Wednesday to highlight their impact on
local communities.
They want to paint a picture of worthy public services falling victim to the
governor’s budget ax, creating pressure to
reverse the cuts.
“We’re talking about millions of people
who will be affected by hundreds of cuts,”
said Rep. Lisa Dugan, D-Bradley. “If the
governor doesn’t feel it’s important, I really
don’t care.”
In advance of the hearings, the

governor sent out surrogates to present the message that his decisions were
justified in a tight budget year and that
lawmakers shortchanged the public by
approving a budget that lacked a major
health care expansion.
“The governor used his authority to cut
spending we don’t need or can’t afford so
that we can make sure we’re meeting our
obligation to help people get health care,”
Barry Maram, director of the Department
of Healthcare and Family Services, said in
a statement.
Maram appeared Tuesday in
Bourbonnais, where Dugan planned to
hold one of the budget hearings. Two
other officials appeared in other cities
where hearings were scheduled.
Blagojevich used his veto powers to
chop $463 million out of the roughly $60
billion budget that lawmakers sent him.
He described the cuts as “pork and special interest spending,” but legislators have
found plenty of ammunition to argue with
that label.
They note that he got rid of projects
requested by House Democrats and Senate
Republicans, his chief legislative opponents, while approving nearly identical
projects requested by House Republicans
and Senate Democrats. In some cases,
Blagojevich literally cut one half of a bridge
project while approving the other half.

Governor offers shortterm bailout to CTA

C HI CAG O (AP) — The Chicago Transit
Authority could put off cutting service and
raising fares under a short-term $24 million
bailout offered Wednesday by Gov. Rod
Blagojevich.
The plan would postpone the CTA’s
“doomsday” — ending 39 bus routes and
raising fares by up to $1 — from Sunday
until Nov. 4.
The proposal to advance state money
from next year’s subsidy still needs the OK
from the CTA’s financial oversight agency,
the Regional Transportation Authority, and
that approval isn’t guaranteed. The RTA
board is scheduled to meet Friday.
“They shouldn’t look a gift horse in the
mouth,” Blagojevich said.
The offer isn’t the long-term money fix
the CTA and other cash-strapped Chicago
area mass transit agencies — the Pace
suburban bus system and Metra commuter
rail — want from lawmakers in Springfield.
The House failed to pass a bill last week
that would have propped up transit agency
finances, and the Senate is scheduled to
take up the matter Monday.
Like the CTA, Pace has said it will raise
fares and reduce service and the Metra rail
will cut maintenance funds.
RTA chairman Jim Reilly said he appreciates the governor’s offer to stave off scheduled fare increases and service cuts at the
CTA, Pace and regional paratransit service,
but he said the quick fix “may create an even
greater problem in the coming months”
while averting an “immediate crisis.”

CORRECTIONS

There are no items to report.

If you spot an error, please contact the DAILY EGYPTIAN accuracy desk at 536-3311,
ext. 253.

AccuWeather 7-Day Forecast for Carbondale
®

TODAY
High
85°

FRIDAY
High
81°

SATURDAY
High
73°

SUNDAY
High
79°

MONDAY
High
83°

TUESDAY
High
84°

WEDNESDAY
High
85°

Low
57°

Low
47°

Low
45°

Low
55°

Low
60°

Low
63°

Low
60°

Mostly sunny
and pleasant

Times of clouds
and sun

Sunny, cooler
and pleasant

Nice with
periods of sun

Partly sunny,
breezy and nice

Sunshine and
pleasant

Partly sunny
and warm

Forecasts and graphics provided by AccuWeather, Inc. ©2007
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Money was mistakenly given to GPSC
Allison Petty
DAILY EGYPTIAN

The Undergraduate Student
Government took back $90,000 that
had been mistakenly given to the
Graduate and Professional Student
Council at its meeting Wednesday.
Ed Ford, a representative from
GPSC, explained that the money
had been misallocated due to a
discrepancy in the way the student activity fee was distributed.
Until last year, the money was split
between the graduate and undergraduate students according to the
percentage of each category of student paying the fee.
Ford said this created a problem
because the fee is assessed according to the number of credit hours
a student is taking, and the undergraduate students typically take
more credit hours than graduate
students.
“All that time, what undergraduates were paying in — some of that
was being given to graduate student
government.”
USG President Demetrous
White, a senior from Bellwood
studying psychology, said the new
money would not be available to
fund events sponsored by student
organizations but instead would be
set aside to improve the election
system that is used for USG, homecoming king and queen and other
student organizations.
“I would like to see a computerized system with a paper trail,”
White said. A more modern system

might lure more students to the ballot box, he said.
“That’s my goal, to have more
people coming out and voting,” he
said.
Another addition White said
he would like to see at SIUC is
Campus Mobile, a program that
could enable students to receive
campus-wide text messages on their
cell phones. Students would be able
to sign up for the service free of
charge, except for the rates they
already pay for text messaging from
their cell phone service provider.
White said students would then
be able to receive instant alerts concerning everything from discounts
at local restaurants to emergency
campus security issues.
“If there is something going on,
like an emergency on campus, a
text message can be sent out to all
of those students informing them
of what’s going on so that they can
seek some sort of safety,” he said.
“Imagine if the people at Virginia
Tech had the same thing. A lot of
those students would have known
what was going on.”
White said for each student who
signed up for the service, Campus
Mobile would donate one dollar
to USG. He said the money would
help with his goal to fund a scholarship for students.
White said he hoped to pursue
the Campus Mobile idea further at
future meetings.
Allison Petty can be reached at 5363311 ext. 259 or apetty@siu.edu.
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Chris Scamehorn, a graduate student from Union, Mich. studying ceramics, forms the shell of
a drum out of clay near the Student Center Wednesday.
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Indonesia hit with
second earthquake

JAKARTA, Indonesia (AP) — A powerful earthquake shook western Indonesia
for the second straight day Thursday and
triggered a tsunami alert, meteorological
agencies said. The latest tremor was also
felt in neighboring Singapore, causing tall
buildings to sway.
On Wednesday, a strong earthquake
shook Southeast Asia, collapsing buildings,
killing at least five people and injuring
dozens in Indonesia. That triggered small
waves off the coastal town of Padang in
Sumatra, an island ravaged by the 2004
tsunami disaster.
The U.S. Geological Survey said
Thursday’s tremor had a preliminary magnitude of 7.5 and it was centered 117 miles
from Bengkulu, a city on Sumatra island, at
a depth of 20 miles.

R

Russian president fires
prime minister and
dissolves cabinet

MOSCOW (AP) — President Vladimir
Putin chose a little-known government
official to become Russia’s new prime
minister Wednesday, a surprise move that
set off fevered speculation over whether
loyal technocrat Viktor Zubkov was being
groomed to replace Putin next spring.
The move came a few hours after Putin
dissolved the Cabinet of his long-serving
prime minister, Mikhail Fradkov, saying he
needed to appoint a government better
suited to the election campaign and to
“prepare the country” for life after the elections.
The nomination of Zubkov, who has
overseen investigations into suspicious
financial transactions, caught much of the
political elite off guard, which appeared to
be Putin’s intention.

W   V      

Prosecutors in torture
case decide against
hate crime charges

BIG CREEK, W.Va. (AP) — Authorities
decided Wednesday not to pursue hate
crime charges in the kidnapping and weeklong torture of a black woman, instead
going after the suspects, who are white,
on state charges that carry stiffer penalties.
While federal civil rights or state hate
crime charges remain an option, a state
kidnapping count that carries a sentence
of up to life in prison will provide the best
chance for successful prosecution, officials
said.
Six people face charges, including kidnapping, sexual assault and lying to police
in the torture of Megan Williams, 20, at a
remote hillside home in Big Creek.

P      

Romney: Senate term
not a qualification to
address world issues

WASHINGTON (AP) — Republican
Mitt Romney, a former one-term governor
with a thin foreign-policy resume, argued
Wednesday that the Senate tenures of his
top Democratic presidential rivals don’t
automatically make them qualified to
address world affairs.
“Sitting on committees in Washington
does not guarantee that someone has the
skills to solve the problems on the international stage,” Romney told The Associated
Press in a telephone interview while campaigning in Midland, Texas.
He suggested that his comments did
not apply to GOP opponent John McCain,
a four-term Arizona senator who Romney
said has “led in many ways,” including as
the head of a Naval squadron in Vietnam.
Rather, he singled out Sen. Hillary Rodham
Clinton of New York, Sen. Barack Obama of
Illinois and former Sen. John Edwards of
North Carolina.

H    

Report: U.S. cancer
deaths, death totals
climbed in 2005

ATLANTA (AP) — The number of deaths
in the United States rose in 2005 after
a sharp decline the year earlier, a disappointing reversal that suggests the 2004
numbers were a fluke. Cancer deaths were
also up.
U.S. health officials said they believe
the drop in deaths seen earlier may have
been due to 2004’s unusually mild flu season. Deaths from flu and lower respiratory
disease jumped in 2005.
The new mortality data was released
Wednesday in a report by the National
Center for Health Statistics. It was a preliminary report, based on about 99 percent of
the death records reported in all 50 states
and the District of Columbia for 2005.

News

Dems reject Petraeus’ plan
Anne Flaherty
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — A day
before President Bush’s war address,
Senate Democrats rejected a fourstar general’s recommendation to
keep some 130,000 troops in Iraq
through next summer and sought
legislation that would limit the mission of U.S. forces.
Their proposal was not expected
to set a deadline to end the war, as
many Democrats want, but restrict
troops to narrow objectives: training
Iraq’s military and police, protecting
U.S. assets and fighting terrorists,
Democratic party officials told The
Associated Press.
The goal is to attract enough

Republicans to break the 60-vote
threshold in the Senate needed to end
a filibuster. Democrats have proved
unable to do that since they took
control of Congress eight months
ago.
“I call on the Senate Republicans
to not walk lockstep as they have
with the president for years in this
war,” Senate Majority Leader Harry
Reid, D-Nev., said at a news conference. “It’s time to change. It’s the
president’s war. At this point it also
appears clear it’s also the Senate
Republicans’ war.”
Democrats struggled to regain
momentum in the war debate after
two days of testimony by Gen. David
Petraeus, the top commander in Iraq,
and Ambassador Ryan Crocker.

Petraeus said the 30,000 troop
buildup begun this year had yielded
some gains and needed more time.
He recommended slowly reversing
the buildup, drawing down about
5,500 soldiers and Marines by year’s
end and aiming for a force of 130,000
next summer.
Reid and other Democrats
said that proposal does not go far
enough.
“It creates and provides an illusion of change in an effort to take the
wind out of the sails of those of us
who want to truly change course in
Iraq,” said Sen. Carl Levin, D-Mich.,
chairman of the Armed Services
Committee.
In a bold challenge to Petraeus’
assessment, Reid said the “situation on

the ground in Iraq has not changed at
all.” He later acknowledged gains in
Anbar province, “but it’s like the big
balloon that you push on one side
and it comes out someplace else.”
Petraeus’ assessment inflamed
Democrats but assuaged many
Republicans. It did lead to tough
questions from several Republican
skeptics, including Sens. John Warner
of Virginia and Susan Collins of
Maine, but most GOP lawmakers
said they were reluctant to impose a
firm timetable.
Sen. Norm Coleman, R-Minn.,
seen as another potential swing vote,
said he was working with Sen. Mark
Pryor, D-Ark., on legislation that
would put Petraeus’ recommendations into law.

Mattel on tainted toys: We could have done better
Hope Yen
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON
—
Acknowledging that “we are by no
means perfect,” Mattel Inc. CEO
Robert Eckert said Wednesday the
company could have done a better job overseeing subcontractors in
China that produced more than 21
million recalled toys.
The Consumer Product Safety
Commission embraced Democrats’
calls for more money after years of
cutbacks to the beleaguered agency.
“This situation cannot continue,”
said Nancy Nord, the CPSC’s acting chief.
Testimony to Congress on
Wednesday by both federal regulators and toy manufacturers detailed
loose Chinese standards and spotty
U.S. enforcement that have contributed to a spate of recalls of Chinesemade toys, food and other products
as health threats.
In recent weeks, Mattel has
recalled millions of Chinese-made
toys, including popular Barbie, Polly
Pocket and “Cars” movie items,
because of concerns about lead paint
and tiny magnets that could be
swallowed.
Under federal rules, manufacturers with a few exceptions must
report all claims of potentially
hazardous product defects within
24 hours. Mattel reportedly took
months to gather information and
privately investigate problems after
becoming aware of them.
On Wednesday, Eckert said
Mattel has been working with the

C HUCK KENNEDY ~ M C C LATCHY TRIBUNE

Subcommittee Chairman Richard Durbin (D-IL) leads a Senate Appropriations Committee hearing on enhancing the safety of toys, focusing on lead paint and the role of the Consumer Product
Safety Commission in strengthening toy safety standards Wednesday in Washington, D.C.
CPSC to “develop a new set of
reporting protocols” but denied any
suggestions of a feud.
The hearing comes as manufacturers and retailers scramble to
restore public confidence in the
safety of toys made in the United
States — particularly those made in
China — as the busy holiday season
approaches.
The CPSC, too, has come under

fire. Its staff has steadily dropped
from almost 800 employees in 1974
to an all-time low of about 400
employees now.
Displaying a photo of a CPSC
laboratory strewn with boxes and
piles of uninspected toys, Sen.
Richard Durbin, D-Ill., called U.S.
enforcement practices unacceptable
and said he would work to boost
funding to roughly $70 million.

“After discovering that a toy I
purchased for my grandson was
recalled in May, I asked myself the
same question parents across the
country are asking today — who
is in charge?” Durbin said. “The
answer is that there is one employee
at the Consumer Product Safety
Commission responsible for testing toys and ensuring toy safety
throughout the country.”

Good news for dieters? Kilogram getting smaller
Jamey Keaten
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

PARIS — A kilogram just isn’t
what it used to be.
The 118-year-old cylinder that
is the international prototype for
the metric mass, kept tightly under
lock and key outside Paris, is mysteriously losing weight — if ever so
slightly. Physicist Richard Davis of
the International Bureau of Weights
and Measures in Sevres, southwest
of Paris, says the reference kilo
appears to have lost 50 micrograms
compared with the average of dozens of copies.
“The mystery is that they were
all made of the same material, and
many were made at the same time
and kept under the same conditions,
and yet the masses among them are
slowly drifting apart,” he said. “We
don’t really have a good hypothesis
for it.”

The kilogram’s uncertainty
could affect even countries that
don’t use the metric system — it
is the ultimate weight standard for
the U.S. customary system, where
it equals 2.2 pounds. For scientists,
the inconstant metric constant is a
nuisance, threatening calculation of
things like electricity generation.
“They depend on a mass measurement and it’s inconvenient
for them to have a definition of
the kilogram which is based on
some artifact,” said Davis, who is
American.
But don’t expect the slimmeddown kilo to have any effect, other
than possibly envy, on wary waistline-watchers: 50 micrograms is
roughly equivalent to the weight of
a fingerprint.
“For the lay person, it won’t
mean anything,” said Davis. “The
kilogram will stay the kilogram, and
the weights you have in a weight set

will all still be correct.”
Of all the world’s kilograms,
only the one in Sevres really counts.
It is kept in a triple-locked safe at a
chateau and rarely sees the light of
day — mostly for comparison with
other cylinders shipped in periodically from around the world.
“It’s not clear whether the
original has become lighter, or the
national prototypes have become
heavier,” said Michael Borys, a senior
researcher with Germany’s national
measures institute in Braunschweig.
“But by definition, only the original
represents exactly a kilogram.”
The kilogram’s fluctuation
shows how technological progress
is leaving science’s most basic measurements in its dust. The cylinder
was high-tech for its day in 1889
when cast from a platinum and
iridium alloy, measuring 1.54 inches
in diameter and height.
At a November meeting of sci-

entists in Paris, an advisory panel on
measurements will present possible
steps toward basing the kilogram
and other measures — like Kelvin
for temperature, and the mole for
amount — on more precise calculations. Ultimately, policy makers
from around the world would have
to agree to any change.
Many measurements have
undergone makeovers over the
years. The meter was once defined
as roughly the distance between
scratches on a bar, a far cry from
today’s high-tech standard involving the distance that light travels
in a vacuum.
One of the leading alternatives for a 21st-century kilogram
is a sphere made out of a Silicon28 isotope crystal, which would
involve a single type of atom and
have a fixed mass.
“We could obviously use a better definition,” Davis said.
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Ameren: your check is in the mail
Barton Lorimor
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Nine months after electricity bills
increased significantly, Ameren customers are getting the relief they petitioned for.
Ameren is scheduled to begin
mailing out rate relief checks this
week. The announcement was made
at a press conference Monday in
Marion. This comes after Gov. Rod
Blagojevich signed a bill worth $1
billion in electric rate relief statewide
last week.
As a result, Ameren has been
flooded with inquiries from customers about exactly how much they will
receive in relief.
“If (customers) want to know what
they’re going to receive, they will have
to go to our Web site or call us, and we
will tell them what their exact amount
is going to be,” said Leigh Morris, a

spokesperson for Ameren.
Customers will need to provide
their account number for identity
verification when inquiring about the
relief.
Ameren’s current residential customers should receive no less than
$100 for 2007, Morris said. Those
customers receiving the minimum
amount would receive the first $85
in a check, and $5 worth of credit on
their bill each month between now
and Jan. 2008.
“There are a lot of people who
don’t use the average amount of electricity. Even if they use half that
amount, they’re still going to get
$100,” Morris said.
Exactly how much an Ameren
customer would receive depends on
the amount of service for the year so
far. Morris said checking on Ameren’s
Web site or calling a customer service
representative is the best way to get an

“
If (customers) want to know what they’re going to receive, they will have to go to our
Web site or call us, and we will tell them what their exact amount is going to be.
— Leigh Morris
Ameren spokesperson

exact amount of rate relief to come.
“Everything (Ameren) did was
according to the law.” Morris said.
“We did nothing wrong through this
whole process.”
Customers saw the rise in electric
bills back in January after a ten-year
electric rate-freeze bill expired. After
the expiration, petitions and rallies
began popping up all over the state
of Illinois, like People Organizing
Workers for Electrical Relief.
State Rep. John Bradley, DMarion, is one of the major supporters for POWER. The group
was responsible for a major rally in
Springfield in May. As a part of the

protest, several frustrated customers
sent Bradley their electric bills, which
piled up in his office.
“Ameren needs to shut up and
send checks,” Bradley said.
The current rate relief applies to
residential customers only. For John
Williams, assistant superintendent at
Carbondale Elementary School, this
means no relief is on the way for his
district’s increase of $72,000 in gas
and electricity bills from Ameren.
Williams received assistance from
the Illinois Energy Consortium. ICE
helps schools in Illinois with their bills
by purchasing electricity in bulk and
through reduced costs in administra-

tive fees.
Residential customers with
Ameren should expect rate relief
checks in the mail over the next four
to six weeks.
Morris also said a common misconception is that electric rates are
lowering. He said this is only a relief
until 2009.
“The whole point of this rate relief
plan is, over a 3-year period, gradually
ease customers from the old rates to
the new rates,” Morris said.
Barton Lorimor can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 274 or
barton.lorimor@siude.com.

21 people charged with smuggling fake Nikes into U.S.
Carolyn Thompson
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BUFFALO, N.Y. — Federal
authorities said they dismantled a
criminal operation that smuggled
hundreds of thousands of pairs of
counterfeit Nike sneakers from
China into the United States, where
they were sold at street corners in
several cities, including Chicago.
A grand jury in Buffalo
indicted 21 people in New York,
Pennsylvania, Georgia, Rhode
Island, Texas, Wisconsin and Illinois
with conspiracy to traffic in counterfeit goods. Most of the suspects

had been arrested by Wednesday
afternoon, U.S. Attorney Terrance
Flynn said.
In an investigation that began in
April, authorities traced fake Nikes
sold in Niagara Falls back to a
Chinese supplier and identified the
operation’s New York City-based
importers and distributors. The
sneakers arrived in New York in
shipping containers.
“Typically ... manifests are falsified, goods are secured in a way
that they can’t be easily discovered
or identified. They were mislabeled
or imported illegally through some

mechanism,” said Lev Kubiak, the
agent in charge of Immigration and
Customs Enforcement’s investigations office in Buffalo.
The sneakers were sold in Buffalo,
Niagara Falls and Rochester, N.Y.,
as well as Milwaukee; Chicago;
Pittsburgh; Dallas; Pawtucket, R.I.;
and the state of Georgia, according
to the indictment.
None of the fake sneakers —
which at $40 to $60 a pair sold for
about half the retail value of the true
product — were sold by licensed
Nike retailers, authorities said.
“The advice we give to con-

sumers is the point of purchase,”
said Nike Inc.’s security director,
David Simpson. “That’s the key not
only with our goods but with many
counterfeit goods. Neither Nike nor
most brands sell out of trucks on
street corners.”
While executing eight search
warrants in raids Wednesday, local,
state and federal law enforcement
agents seized hundreds of thousands
of dollars believed to be proceeds
from the sales, Kubiak said. In one
New York City location, agents
seized 20,000 pairs of suspected
counterfeit sneakers.

Although some Nike shoes are
manufactured in China, the sneakers targeted Wednesday were made
outside of the Beaverton, Ore., company’s supply chain, Kubiak said.
In 2006, U.S. agents involved
in stopping phony goods at U.S.
borders made more than 14,000
seizures worth at least $155 million,
according to the Homeland Security
Department. China was the source
of 81 percent of all phony goods
seized in 2006, and 41 percent of
the bogus items confiscated last year
were shoes, making footwear the
largest category of fakes.
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actually quite apprehensive about the slippery
slope the overall enrollment numbers have been
flirting with for the last seven years.
Of course, this year’s numbers look good on
paper. Freshman enrollment is up 12 percent.
On-campus numbers are up more than 300
students. Overall, there are 20, 983 attending
SIUC this fall.
Yet since 2000’s numbers hit at 22, 552,
SIUC is actually down more than 1,500
students.
Looking further back, 1994 was the year
of SIUC’s all-time enrollment record – a
whopping 24, 869 students.
Amidst this number soup is something we
should all be paying very, very close attention
to. This year’s drop in numbers – just 20 more
students would have helped match enrollment
from last fall – isn’t dramatic. Maintaining the
overall standard is what we and our officials can’t
lose sight of.
SIUC is a classic, mid-sized university. We’re
no University of Illinois, which hosts more than
40,000 students, but we’re not the shrimpy kid
in class either. Do we really want to be happy
with numbers that dip around the 20,000 mark,
when just 13 years ago we nearly broke 25,000?
Hopefully Valle doesn’t think so.

LYDIA B ARGIELSKI

V

ictoria Valle says she’ll miss the view.
We at the D E
can’t blame her. Valle, SIUC’s new
vice chancellor for enrollment management,
recently moved to southern Illinois from San
Francisco. She’s here to debunk flaws in the
university’s enrollment program, which has seen
its numbers flip-flop for the worse during the
last several years.
No, there are no palm trees here to lend
shade to this fact. We are glad to say, however,
that Valle seems to be up for the challenge.
“I wouldn’t have taken this job if I didn’t
think I could handle it,” Valle said in a recent
interview.
We appreciate her matter-of-fact tone. This
university is in a fight to keep up with the
academic Joneses, and it needs someone with a
little sass to take the reigns.
And what better silver lining could there be
than a soon-to-be improved and modernized
campus? Grumbles aside, Saluki Way is about
to rejuvenate this school’s curb appeal in a major
way. The new Morris Library could be ready to
open its doors as early as next summer. It seems
that everything is in place for Valle to swoop in
and market the hell out of this university.
Which is why the D E is

THEIR WORD

Democracy, the press at a critical juncture
MCCLATCHY-TRIBUNE

American democracy is suffering. The natural
strain on our political system after more than
two centuries is accelerating with the purposeful
weakening of the press.
This erosion has been fueled in recent
decades by politically calculated legislation, and
regulatory agencies not regulating. Political
aggression coupled with bureaucratic acceptance
has led to the massive consolidation of American
and global media.
The Federal Communications Commission
can realign democracy with the founders’ vision
by acting in the public’s interest on a number of
issues, such as network neutrality, cross-ownership and broadband. If the FCC missteps, the
United States is in danger of losing its independent news organizations.
The press – newspapers, radio, television and
magazines – plays a role in democracy every bit
as important as Congress, the executive branch
and the judiciary. That watchdog role is in danger now that newspapers, which are the driving

force behind most original reporting, are being
strained by consolidation.
Why should Americans care who owns the
press?
Because a democracy ceases to be a political
system that promotes liberty when the press is
muzzled.
Ownership still matters. The corporatization
of news has laid bare how woefully unwilling
strictly market-driven conglomerates are to fielding aggressive news organizations with a publicservice mission.
Citizens should look at the press as part of
democracy’s structure. When viewed through
this lens, it becomes apparent that a national
discussion is needed about the press, its function,
who owns it, and what can be done to ensure it
stays vital and independent.
The courts and the FCC have historically
recognized the importance of the press and
its relation to democracy. Rulings such as the
Associated Press v. United States in 1945 and
New York Times Co. v. Sullivan in 1964 demonstrated the court’s position. These rulings are
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now part of a sentimental past.
In 2003, the FCC voted to loosen the rules
governing cross-ownership so that one company
could own a newspaper, three television stations, eight radio stations and an Internet service
provider in the same market. The commission
bucked millions of public comments against such
an undemocratic arrangement.
Thankfully, the courts put the FCC’s plan on
hold. Unfortunately, the U.S. 3rd Circuit Court
of Appeals did not completely block the new
rules. The court sent the rules back to the FCC
to be reworked. Lifting the ban is still a possibility. Even though the FCC has a new chairman
since the 2003 debacle, the majority Republican
commission has indicated it likes the idea of big
media as a complement to big government.
The government’s penchant for bigness is
obvious. Television news has devolved into a
cliché. Weather, crime and car accidents fill airspace that was once the domain of substantive
reports from city hall and the capitol. The trends
have not been much kinder to newspapers. The
majority of readers need a scorecard to keep track

of which corporation owns their newspaper.
The press is going through a radical transformation. Press opponents know this, and are
spending a lot of money in Washington to transform the news into a commodity every bit as
purchasable, and salable, as toilet paper.
The federal government has largely failed to
protect an independent press. Instead, policies
have been tailored for big corporations that are
blindly beholden to the market, and increased
quarterly profits.
Democracy does not simply happen. It
requires nurturing. It needs the public to be
aware of assaults against it, small and large. The
courts must rebuff debilitating press laws, and
politicians should champion media reform.
What started as a boisterous grand experiment powered by the pen, has become background noise to American life. Democracy’s
frequency has to be retuned for all to hear.
This editorial appeared in the
Seattle Times on Sunday.

WORDS OVERHEARD

are outrageous. It would be just a big worry and hassle,
“ Electricity rates
and I don’t know what I would do without this.
”

Jennifer Johnson
Carbondale resident
on the benefits off the Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program
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A weigh-in for potential presidents
COLLEEN LINDSAY
celind@siu.edu

Only one candidate will make
it to their party’s ticket in 2008,
and only one of those will go on
to be named the 44th President of
the United States. The campaigns
are starting to gain steam as the
primary elections are drawing
near. Voters are torn between all
of the potential presidents.
However, with all of the support and cheers come nay-sayers
who continually point out faults.
The time has come for the public
to decide how they will let this
affect them.
First, we turn to Mitt Romney.
As a potential candidate for the
Republican ticket, he has drawn
both praise and controversy. His
praise mainly comes from conservative voters, who like his views
on such issues as abortion and

7

family values. These voters are
also his source of great criticism.
Romney is a confessed Mormon.
For the conservative voters, most
of whom are Protestants, his
Mormon religion poses some
problems.
Yes, his religion will influence his politics, as any religion
does. Many of these Protestants
feel that the Mormon religion
is drastically different than their
Christian views. If they do not
agree with his religion, they might
not agree with his politics.
The counter to this debate is
that a person is more than their
religion. My grandparents can
remember the election of John
F. Kennedy. His election was
highly controversial because he
was the first Catholic president to
be elected. He then went on to
become one of the most beloved
presidents. His life, cut short by
Lee Harvey Oswald’s bullets, continues to be commemorated with

fond recollections.
Another issue facing
Republican voters is that of
divorce. As odd as this issue
might sound, I’m sure most of us
have relatives that are divorced. It
is actually a major issue. Can a
man be trusted to be president if
he has broken vows in his past?
Rudolph Giuliani has had
three marriages. His most recent
exchange of vows, in May of 2003,
was to a woman 10 years younger
than himself. This certainly raises
some eyebrows, even if it doesn’t
change votes. John McCain has
been married twice. His last marriage is one that has lasted 27
years. So, does the time involved
make up for the fact that he had
an affair and was divorced? Does
it even matter?
Some say yes. We have all
been made aware of the problems
of affairs in the White House.
These affairs have been the cause
of great problems for the adminis-

tration in charge, as well as for the
party that the president represents.
As for the Democratic Party,
Hillary Clinton has caused quite a
stir as the first woman candidate
to run for president. I assume her
politics are based on her husband’s
administration. Is one Clinton
enough? As the first woman president, and a follow-up to her husband, it could be a first for many
things.
Barack Obama is trying for
another first, the first AfricanAmerican president. His problem
with voters is that he is virtually
an unknown. Sure he has pizzazz,
but does he have the leadership
abilities?
Ultimately, you will decide
whom to vote for. May the process of elimination go on? And
be sure to make it out to the polls
this November.
Lindsay is a senior studying
journalism.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Do some research
DEAR EDITOR:
Ray Sophie is focusing on all the wrong
problems and is letting his ignorance shine
through brightly. As a Pan-Hellenic woman, I
feel like it is my responsibility to stand up for
all the SIU “brothers” out there and the SIU
Greek reputation as a whole.
First, I would like to comment on Mr.
Sophie’s guest column published on Friday,
Aug. 24 entitled, “Every Brother has his
Story”. He starts on his ignorant rant about
how being a “frat guy” means being “hazed,
forced to drink insane amounts of alcohol and
live in a house with 40 drunken idiots who
are abusive to women.” If Ray could please
point me out a SIUC fraternity that has 40
members living in the house I would love to

see it — because there isn’t one. And what if
you lived in the Towers, Thompson Point or
on Cherry Street, come Friday night, you’d be
living with hundreds of drunken idiots — welcome to college.
On the point that frat guys are “abusive to
women,” in my four years here I have dated
Greek and non-Greek men never once have I
or any of my friends been abused by a Greek
man. I am currently dating a “frat guy” and he
does not abuse me, pop his collar nor wear the
color pink, but he does own many shirts without sleeves, so I’m sure Ray can guess what
house he’s in.
When I read Ray’s second article published on Friday, Sept. 7 entitled, “A Brother
Would Never Haze Another” I couldn’t keep
my mouth shut. He is not only the President
of his beloved fraternity, he is the Vice

President of Inter-Greek council. How could
you hold an important position like that and
bash fraternity men when you represent them
and all Greeks? Ray’s second article is about
hazing instances (ALL that take place at other
universities) yet he refers to Phi Kappa Tau’s
new members twice as “pledges” and in case he
was not aware, they are new members because
“pledge” is a term associated with hazing.
I speak on behalf of the Greek community
and say that Ray Sophie and Phi Kappa Tau
can have their “boomskies,” 1 a.m. Natalie
Imbruglia outbursts and their “goofball”
attitudes. After calling frat guys “elitist scum
bags” in his first article, all I can say is no, Ray
Sophie, you are not an elitist scumbag; you are
just a fool.

Lindsay Elizabeth Price

senior majoring in photography
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Hope for strength
DEAR EDITOR:
I am a student who finds the recent
issue with the police to be of significant
importance and as an active member of
the concerned student group that has
made it their goal to find a solution to this
issue. We, as a group, have come together
because we do not feel safe. Our intent is
not to cause trouble or be rabble-rousers.
We simply wish, as we have stated, to

• Letters and guest columns must be submitted
with author’s contact information, preferably via
e-mail. All letters are limited to 300 words and
columns to 500 words. All topics are acceptable.
All submissions are subject to editing.

assist the police in their mission to “work
in partnership with our community, to
preserve life, maintain human life, protect
property and improve the quality of life by
providing quality police service to all in a
fair, sensitive and professional manner.”
All we really want is to ensure the
safety of all students and community
members in matters that involve the police.
It is not our intent to cast a judgment on
the case pending. We still, however, need
to call attention to the fact that the police
activity did result in a major wound and the

hospitalization of one of our fellows.
In conclusion, we ask for the support
of the students and the community as this
issue does affect us all. We should not have
to worry about our health and safety when
we deal with the police. We only hope that
this situation will allow us to strengthen
the relationship and communication
between the students, the community and
those that enforce the law for us.

Steven Rahman

senior studying philosophy

• Phone number required to verify authorship (number
will not be published). STUDENTS must include year and
major. FACULTY must include rank and department.
NON-ACADEMIC STAFF include position and department.
OTHERS include hometown.

The D AILY E GYP TIAN is published
by the students of Southern Illinois
University.
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Building, Room 1259, at Southern
Illinois University at Carbondale,
Carbondale, IL 62901. Bill Freivogel,
fiscal officer. First copy is free;
each additional copy 50 cents. Mail
subscriptions available.
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affecting the Southern Illinois
University community. Viewpoints
expressed in columns and letters to the
editor do not necessarily reflect those of
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No helmets, no pads

The SIU rugby teams line up for a group picture at the Ruggapalooza tournament Saturday. The whole group consists of two men’s teams and two women’s teams.

Just friends and fun

Zach Watson of the SIU rugby team carries the ball through a wall of tacklers at the Ruggapalooza rugby tournament held at SIU Saturday. Several men’s and women’s teams
from across the midwest came to compete.

Story by Christian Holt • Photos by Thomas Barker

I

n the heat of what would be his second official rugby game at SIU, Will Sharp had only
three words for his sister.
“It’s rugby time,” Sharp said as he prepared
for a grueling, day-long competition sporting dirt
stains and holding on to prolate spheroid balls
for dear life.
Sharp was among about 65 SIUC students
and several hundred others to participate in
Ruggapalooza Saturday — an annual men and
women’s rugby tournament hosted by the SIUC
women’s rugby team.
As Sharp, a freshman from Batavia studying mechanical engineering, caught up with his
sister, Jessica, during a break in the action, his
sister asked him how he spent his first few weeks
at SIUC.
He played rugby.
The proud sister responded by giving her
brother a hug and telling him how great it was.
Jessica Sharp, a senior studying physical
therapy at Northern Illinois University, said she
taught her little brother everything he knows
about the game.
“He played soccer because I did and then did
track because of me,” Sharp said. “He always follows in my footsteps, and I like that.”

The ins and outs

Zach Watson, of the SIU rugby team, makes a toss towards the outside of the field
just before being tackled.

Rugby is a game played in many countries
around the world and is a mixture of football and
soccer. Each team has 15 players on the field and
spends the two 40-minute periods attempting to
score as many points as possible.
Players can score by touching the prolate
spheroid-shaped ball to the ground of the oppos-

Players from two
opposing women’s teams face
off in a “scrum”, a
sort of shoulder-toshoulder pushing
match to gain control of the ball.

SIU Rugby jerseys cover the ground outside the SIU team tent at Ruggapalooza
Saturday at the rugby fields near Abe
Martin Field. Rugby teams from Illinois,
Indiana and Missouri came to compete at
the tournament.
ing team’s goal line, earning a “try.” After the try
is scored, the team has an opportunity for a kick,
similar to an extra point in football.
Rugby differs from football in that if a player
falls to the ground the ball is still in play, and in
rugby the players are not allowed to pass the ball
forward.
Most players at the tournament said their

A player for the Springfield Celts is lifted up to get the ball from a throw-in during
their game against the SIU-B team.
favorite part of the game was the subculture that
made for an instant closeness between players.
Some players had played rugby for several years,
while others had only been playing a few days.
Sam Pellegrino, a freshman from Chicago
studying finance, was beginning his fifth day as a
rugby player at Saturday’s tournament.
Pellegrino said he has always been interested
in the game, so he joined the team Sept. 4.
“I’ve gotten better every day since,” Pellegrino
said.

It’s a lifestyle
The more experienced players were more
than happy to share stories of how he or she
became a rugby player, including tales of victory
and personal triumph.
Liz Entwhistle’s team was invited to play
in the tournament. She drove about six hours
to get here and has been playing rugby for
about nine years. She said what drew her to
rugby was the camaraderie.

Entwhistle said she began playing soccer at
age six, moved on to play on her high school’s
football team and finally started playing rugby as
an undergraduate at Northwestern University.
She said her best memory of rugby came
when she was playing in Scotland and scored
her first goal.
Camaraderie, friendship and a sense of
belonging on campus were the main reasons
players from each team gave for loving the
sport.
On the fields, fans watched as players attacked
the opposition and stopped at nothing to help
their team to victory.
Several players also said they loved the “no
pads” policy and being able to tackle.
The day was also an opportunity for new
blood to get accustomed to the battle, as it was
the first year for a women’s B-team to participate
due to an excessive number of women interested
in the sport this year.
Danielle Sheppard, a senior from Champaign
studying radio television, said even though the
women’s B-team didn’t win any games, just
watching the “newbies” play made the day a
success.

“The best part of the day for me was watching
the rookies do so well,” Sheppard said. “We trained
them and taught them everything they know.”
Christian Holt can be reached at 536-3311 ext.
268 or cholt@siu.edu.

SIU Rugby player Mike Ranvestel took a
blow to the head during a game Saturday
morning. Ranvestel was overheard saying
he wasn’t going to the hospital, but he
would find someone around who could
stitch up the wound.
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“We were notified that our blood
bank had six units of O negative on
the shelf, and we were back ordered
300 units for O positive and O negative,” Ferrera said. “The rest of the
blood supply was at a half day.”
The Missouri-Illinois region of
American Red Cross, which Ferrera
represents, stretches from St. Louis to
Cape Girardeau, Mo. and covers 122
hospitals. Ferrera said one unit is equal
to one pint of blood. Part of the problem is the amount of people eligible to
donate has decreased.
“What has happened is it used to
be that 60 percent of the population
was eligible to donate,” Ferrera said.
“But because of the war, and because
of foreign travel, that’s dropped to 37
percent, and out of that eligible pool
only a fraction of the people do.”
Rosie Schwartzkops, lab manager
at the Heartland Regional Medical
Center in Marion, said they have been
working with little blood, but it hasn’t
affected patient care.
“We have been able to get what
we’ve needed for patient care, but we
sweat a lot at night,” she said. “We
go home a lot of times and we hope
nothing happens because we don’t
have a lot and there’s not a lot in the
area.”
Schwartzkops said they try to keep
60 units at the medical center, but
recently the supply has dropped to 20.
Although patients usually need only
two to three units, they could use as
many as 20.
“Usually (patients) need about two
units of blood,” Schwartzkops said.
“But a bad surgery or a car wreck, they
can easily go through 10 to 20.”
One way doctors at Heartland
could deal with the shortage is administering erythropoietin, a hormone
that promotes the production of red
blood cells, Schwartzkops said.
“It can help their body build some

“I think if people knew
their blood was important
and going to be used, it
would get them here.

— Nichole Fisher
senior studying paralegal law

of their own blood cells, but it doesn’t
help if they’ve had a dramatic blood
loss,” she said.
The hormone helps bodies regain
lost cells over a long period of time
and is usually used to treat anemia.
In attempts to alleviate the pressure felt from low supplies Ferrera
said he planned 47 blood drives in
September. The goal of the drives is to
receive 1,420 units in donation.
Wednesday afternoon, 28 different sororities and fraternities hosted
a blood drive from 2- and 7 p.m. in
the Student Center. Nichole Fisher, a
senior from Moline studying paralegal prelaw and president of the Alpha
Gamma Delta sorority, said they have
the drive every year.
During the first hour and a half,
22 people donated, but Fisher said she
didn’t think they would reach their
donation goal.
“We’ve had 22 so far, the goal for
this point in time was 60 people,” she
said. “We should have 150 people for
the day. I don’t think we’ll make that
quota, but hopefully it will pick up
when more people’s classes are over.”
Fisher said she found out
Wednesday about the blood shortage.
“It really surprised me,” she said.
“I think a lot of people don’t take the
obligation personally, and I think if
people knew their blood was important and going to be used, it would
get them here.”
People interested in participating
in a blood drive or donating blood can
contact Ferrera at 618-303-6661.
Danny Wenger can be reached at 536-3311
ext 258 or dwenger@siu.edu.

VALLE
CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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Tania Linares, a junior from Cicero
studying finance and economics, said
she thinks if SIUC would accept the
image it has acquired throughout the
past few decades, it would be better
off.
“SIUC should stop pretending that
it’s not a party school and embrace it,”
Linares said.
Although both Valle and interim
provost Don Rice agreed that students should enjoy themselves and
the Carbondale community, they also
said students should not over-exhaust
themselves or let their social lives interfere with schoolwork.
“I think one has to be very careful
— if you want to work on retention
issues we need to talk about responsible
partying,” Valle said.
Although much of what Valle heard
upon accepting her new job — such as
the university’s recent enrollment problems — was not the most encouraging,
Chancellor Fernando Treviño said he
had some promising news.
“In terms of the funding stream of
the university, we’re kind of tracking

FUNDS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

News

1

The automotive technology
campus is located in Carterville,
and the new center is to be at the
Southern Illinois Airport.
Poshard did not return repeated
calls over a three-day period for
further comment.
The SIU Board of Trustees
approved an additional $14.7 million to finish the library project
in July, bringing the total budget
for the project to $56.5 million.
Although there was no known
source for the funds at the time,
officials said they would seek state

J ASON J OHNSON ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

Victoria Valle, the new assistant vice chancellor for enrollment
management, speaks with a reporter Wednesday afternoon in her
office. Outside of taking care of university affairs, Valle expressed an
interest in photography and jewelry making.
the wrong thing,” Treviño said. “They
don’t pay you by the number of students, they pay you by the number of
semester credit hours taught.”
“While we’re down 20 students
(this year), the total number of semes-

money.
Treviño said Poshard has been
working with the state legislature to
approve the funds for the project.
“Obviously once you start a
project you don’t want to stop the
construction,” Treviño said. “Your
costs keep increasing and you delay
it — it’s just a mess.”
If the funds are denied this year,
the university will apply for them
again next year, he said.
David Carlson, dean of library
affairs, said he hopes the state funds
the remainder of the project, especially considering the commitment
the university has shown to the
project.

ter credit hours that were offered at
SIUC increased,” he said.
Christian Holt can be reached at 536-3311
ext. 268 or cholt@siu.edu.

“It’s my firm hope that
the state would come
through with this
money and recognize its
obligation.

— David Carlson
dean of library affairs

“It’s my firm hope that the state
would come through with this
money and recognize its obligation,” Carlson said.
Joe Crawford can be reached at 536-3311
ext. 254 or jcrawford@siude.com.
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Girls and Sports

Pulse

by Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein

By Linda C. Black

Today’s birthday. The money
you put into home improvements is
money in the bank. Focus on making
your place more efficient. You could
build quite a profit.

by Glenn McCoy

The Duplex

Sudoku

By The Mepham Group

To get the advantage, check the
day’s rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0
the most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) —
Today is a 7 — Does it count as a win
for you if your teammate carries the
ball for the winning touchdown? You
bet it does. Share the glory.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) —
Today is a 6 — It’s been said that you
should never show the critics unfinished work. That’s the rule for the
next few days. Lock the studio door.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
— Today is a 7 — Love makes the
world go round, when it includes
commitment. Don’t freak out, this is
not a scary assignment. Just make a
promise and keep it.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) —
Today is a 6 — You’d like to be able
to do everything by yourself, but
that’s not realistic. It’s not very much
fun, either. Get the family to help.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) — Today
is a 7 — The more you read, the closer you’ll get to finding the answers.
And, of course, the more you do it
the easier it becomes. Stick to your
assigned topic, if you can.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) — Today
is a 7 — Collect the money that’s owed
to you. That includes those coupons
and rebates you’ve been collecting.
Hurry, before they expire.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — Today
is a 7 — Soon you’ll have the evidence
you need to prove your theory. Make
sure you’re right, and then get the word
out to those who need to know
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) — Today
is a 7 — Another treasure is revealed.
You knew it was there all along, but you
didn’t know how much it has increased
in value. You love it when this happens.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) —
Today is a 7 — You have an excellent
attitude, even in the face of calamity.
You believe you can get through just
about anything. Your friends are convinced you can, too. So go for it.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) —
Today is a 6 — They’re watching to see
if you’ll do what you promised. Don’t
even think of excuses. You get demerits
for everything except producing the
results. Luckily, you’re good at that.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) —
Today is a 7 — You’ve been strict with
yourself, and it’s paying off. That’s the
key right there. You’ve paid off enough
of the bills so you can go out and play
with your friends.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) —Today
is a 7 — With a careful investment
now, you can increase your chances of
achieving your long-term goal. Allot
your money wisely.

(c) 2007, Tribune Media Services Inc. | Distributed by McClatchy-Tribune Information Services.

Level: 1

2

3

4

Complete the grid so each row, column and 3-by3 box (in bold borders) contains every digit 1 to
9. For strategies on how to solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk.

Solution to Wednesday’s puzzle
THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
by Henri Arnold and Mike Argirion

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.

YUSUR
©2007 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

ECCLY

Sudoku on your cell phone. Enter 783658.com in your mobile Web browser. Get a free game!

9/13/07

© 2007 The Mepham Group. Distributed by Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.

ORHRRO
www.jumble.com

SAMKAD

THE Daily Crossword Edited by Wayne Robert Williams
ACROSS
1 Gallivants
5 Billiards stick
8 Squabble
14 Lot measure
15 Actor Holbrook
16 Condition of life
17 Start of Evan
Esar quip
19 More
submissive
20 Fishing nets
21 Sailor’s assent
23 Relax
24 Dined
26 Facilitate
28 Part 2 of quip
36 City on the
Tiber
37 Nutrition label
fig.
38 Surgical line
39 Literary device
41 Beattie or Blyth
43 Poet Thomas
44 Ships’ contents
46 The Common
Mkt.
48 Liver spread
49 Part 3 of quip
52 Site of
Hannibal’s
defeat
53 Mauna __
volcano

Answer:
Yesterday’s

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
22

54 Woodstock
performer Joan
57 Fr. woman’s title
59 Scouting
groups
64 Fly
66 End of quip

68
69
70
71

Dread
“__ Maria”
Theater award
Formal
agreement
72 Word of
agreement

73 Large antelope
DOWN
1 Hoods’ guns
2 Longing
3 Three, in Berlin
4 Stitched

25
27
28
29
30
31
32

Nimitz or Gould
Abu Dhabi,
Dubai et al.
Songstress
Fitzgerald
Puts down
Put to a
purpose
Stock character
Make off with
Shoshones
Flippant
Make sound
Word from a
pro?
Norse saga
Type of poker
Writer Jong
Singer Jones
Love
Italian-style
“Anatomy of a
Murder” co-star
“Luncheon
on the Grass”

painter
33 Soviet labor
camp
34 Muse of poetry
35 Principle
40 Luke’s Jedi
mentor
42 Simon or Young
45 Like warm
weather
47 Garments
50 “Miss Saigon”
setting, briefly
51 Spy Mata
54 Fabric stuffing
55 Declare
56 Emerald Isle
58 Auction milieu
60 Not taken in by
61 Stench
62 Related to yew?
63 Underworld
river
65 Little one
67 Eden evictee

“

Now arrange the circled letters
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.

”
(Answers tomorrow)
TESTY
SAILOR
TANKER
Jumbles: ORBIT
Answer: What the recruit did when bayonet training
began — TOOK A “STAB” AT IT

DA I LY E G Y P T I A N

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

A Marion-based theatrical company officially
has a full year of successful performances under
its belt.
In light of its first anniversary, MOBY
Theatrical Company will be presenting “A Carol
Burnett Encore,” featuring a collaboration of
scenes from last year’s MOBY “Carol Burnett”
production, along with several new sketches and
musical performances.
Each performance will feature surprise
guests along with a diverse cast ranging in ages
from teenagers to 50-year-olds, including company directors Heather Barnett, Rita Pearce,
Georgianna Richey and Sherri Terry.
Rita Pearce, Executive Vice President of
MOBY Theatrical Company, assures viewers
the encore show should be nothing short of
spectacular.
“‘A Carol Burnett Encore’ is going to be a very
special show. We have pulled a few scenes from
the first show, but everything else is original,”
Pearce said.
Originally televised on CBS, “The Carol
Burnett Show” debuted in September 1967
and featured comical skits by actress Carol
Burnett and a cast of entertaining regulars and
Hollywood guests. MOBY began its first season
of performances with an encore of “The Carol
Burnett Show” in August 2006.
When it came to selecting MOBY’s opening
performance, Pearce said it just made sense.
“Carol Burnett just seemed to fill the bill,”
Pearce said. “We wanted to open up with something that anyone could enjoy. We wanted good,
clean entertainment.”

Ashley McRaven can be reached at 536-3311 ext.
275 or amcraven@siu.edu.

Etch-a-Masterpiece
Kate Elizabeth
Queram
MCCLATCHY TRIBUNE

Jeff Gagliardi
goes a little crazy
when people try
to twist the knobs
on his Etch-aSketch.
For a while, he
tried to discourage
would-be artists by securing the knobs with glue “so if you
went to turn them you’d feel they
were stiff,” Gagliardi said. But
even this didn’t deter the most
determined sketchers.
“Now, unless you break them,
you can twist the knobs all day
long and nothing will happen,”
Gagliardi said.
That’s because Gagliardi, 52,
of Boulder, Colo., is one of a
small group of noted Etch-aSketch artists — arguably, the
most well-known of the bunch,
having been featured on “Good
Morning America” and in People
Magazine. He uses the toy to
recreate famous works of art
(think Starry Night, American
Gothic, or the Mona Lisa) as

well as everyday objects
(playing cards, dollar
bills), and spends
anywhere from 5 to
20 hours on each
sketch.
Making
his
sketches permanent became easier
when Ohio Art, the
Etch-a-Sketch distribution company, began
providing him with the toy
free of charge.
When beginning a sketch, it’s
typical to have to start over three
to five times, Gagliardi said. “It’s
rare to do a good one right out
of the gate, mostly because I’m
extremely picky about them. I
don’t have to have it out there
and have it be ‘pretty good’ — I
want them to be perfect.”
Gagliardi sells his sketches
and also takes on commission
work — prices vary, with original
pieces costing anywhere from
$1,000 to $10,000 — but, barring a huge offer from a prospective buyer, would not consider
selling his Mona Lisa.
“I’ll probably leave her to my
children,” he said.

Today
Friday
Saturday
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Created in 2006 by four theatrically experienced women, MOBY allows actors, actresses,
directors and skilled entertainers from the area
to showcase their talents on stage. Co-founder
Heather Barnett had planned to leave southern
Illinois to pursue a career in performance when
she joined Rita Pearce, Marlena Rondeau and
Angela DeNosky to create MOBY Theatrical
Company.
MOBY welcomed Senior Vice President
Georgianna Richey and Artistic Director Sherri
Perry in 2007 after Rondeau and DeNosky
moved away from the area.
Selecting a name for MOBY, according to
Barnett, was no small feat. In the end, the
company took its name from the 1939 movie
“The Wizard of Oz,” starring Judy Garland as
Dorothy. When asked what she has learned after
her experience in Oz, Dorothy proclaims, “If I
ever go looking for my heart’s desire again, I won’t
look any further than my own back yard.”
“We wanted to represent our company and
how we feel,” Barnett explains. “The idea of ‘my
own back yard’ fit and MOBY was born.”
MOBY will be performing “I Hate Hamlet”
later this year and has four scheduled shows for
2008.
Performances of “A Carol Burnett Encore”
are scheduled for Friday and Saturday at 7:30
p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m. Tickets are $10 and
may be purchased at the Marion Cultural and
Civic Center in Marion, Ill. All seats are reserved.
Tickets are also available online at www.marionccc.org.

PK’s: Broken Mirrors
Longbranch: Josh Moore live from New
York
Mugsy’s: Karaoke
9: Groovatron
9/14 Hangar
PK’s: New Ledge Band

Sunday

Ashley McRaven

Tres Hombres: Zebra
9/13 Mussels

Longbranch: Chess
Tournament
Tres Hombres: Live DJ
Key West: Candy Lane DJ and Karaoke
Cousin Andy’s: Folk Extravaganza
Pinch Penny Pub: The Crawpuppies
Mugsy McGuires: Blues Jam no cover
Penny Pub: 12th
9/15 Pinch
Annual Beerfest with

Halfway Jane
Hangar 9: Station
PK’s: New Ledge Band
Longbranch: Salsa Lessons and
Dancing
Tres Hombres: Live DJ
Key West: Candy Lane DJ and Karaoke
9: Death by karaoke
9/16 Hangar
w/ DJ Punk Soul Brutha

Key West: Ivas John Band
Blue Sky Vineyards: Harvest Fest w/
Woodbox Gang

Monday

MOBY presents
anniversary encore

WHAT ’S GOING ON

9/17 Hangar 9: Open Mic

Tuesday

P AG E 13

Hombres: County Line
9/18 Tres
Hangar 9: Dollar Nite w/

Wednesday

siuDE.com
www.
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Gloria Bode says there are lots of events
going on this weekend...get off the couch!

Punk Soul Brutha

Longbranch: Open Mic Nght
9/19 Hangar
9: DJ Beasley Hip

Hop and Disco Show and
$1.50 night

P UL S E

C
Comedienne Kathy Griffin joked
about Jesus in her acceptance
speech at the Creative Emmy
Awards Saturday. She said, “A lot
of people come up here and thank
Jesus for this award. I want you
to know that no one had less to
do with this award than Jesus,”
upsetting many former costars and
officials at the Catholic League who
have spoken out against her. Was
what she said really that offensive?

Alicia Wade
That isn’t offensive at all. It’s funny.
According to “South Park” it takes 22.3 years
for a tragedy to become funny. Since Christ
didn’t die in the last 22.3 years, it’s fair game.
Eugene Clark
She merely stated her opinion. As the
world works, people are all entitled to their
opinions. If you don’t like their opinion, say
“I don’t like that you disagree with me,” pout
about it for a few seconds and move on.
There is no need to get offended or shun
someone just because they don’t agree with
you. That’s childish.
Jakina Hill
I don’t think it’s offensive, I think she was
just trying to be funny. She wasn’t funny
— but she was trying.
Audra Ord
As a Christian, yes, I find it offensive. God
and Jesus, or whomever it is you worship,
are the ones that give you the talent you
possess.
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FASHIONABLY LATE

MYOB –
if you can
JAKINA HILL
jhill
@siude.com

Celebrity-obsessed is an understatement.
Today, Americans are minding so much business other than their own that tabloid and gossip magazines are placed right at the checkout
counter, as opposed to Newsweek, Time or
National Geographic.
Ten to the hour every hour, MTV gives you
an update of any celebrity news you may have
somehow missed, unless of course there’s a huge
political scandal, or natural disaster going on. Yet
if you heard the serious news once, you might be
prompted to change the channel to E! in hopes
of finding something “more interesting.”
Oddly enough, it doesn’t make one bit of difference in your life — unless you work for one of
those magazines — that Brittney Spears looked
liked someone’s inappropriate mom trying to get
her groove back at the VMA’s this year. Do we
really care that Branjelina adopted another baby,
especially if we haven’t heard of them doing anything other than loving their other children?
Even presidential candidates are raised past
leadership positions to celebrity status. Forget
about newspapers, Barack Obama was on the
cover of “Vibe” magazine.
The real kicker is, we’re all guilty of it.
Learning that beautiful people are a little closer
to human allows us to see them as relatable.
Just like seeing some random person trip, you
can both laugh because it’s human. When celebrities “trip,” it’s heavily scrutinized. It becomes a
moment shared with the world. People aren’t
just giggling and forgetting when a celebrity
makes a mistake; it becomes part of how we
see them.
How can Janet Jackson ever live down a
Superbowl blunder or Lil Mama and that horrendous VMA get up, which was another classic
case of little more than attention seeking. At
first, my heart used to go out to these “stars” that
couldn’t seem to catch a break.
Then I realized that they aren’t all innocent
victims.
Take for instance Dave Chappelle, Beyoncé
or Diddy.
Chappelle had to take a break from fame
because the attention was becoming too much.
But what should you expect when you make it
your career to tell controversial jokes?
It’s not as if these people are unaware of the
attention they are getting, yet they still continue to blame the press for the pressure they’re
under.
Celebrity wives and girlfriends are the latest
group of people to request attention. Celebrity
wives have started a tell-all trend that should
grant them less sympathy than anyone.
Early this year, Kanye West’s ex-girlfriend
was in “Vibe Vixen” magazine talking about
their relationship. R. Kelly’s wife spoke out in
“Essence” and Usher’s wife, who was his girlfriend at the time, did the same.
And now, the Diddy and Kim Porter saga
continues with her latest interview, which reveals
why the couple split.
These women are sharing personal business
while making themselves look like victims. It
doesn’t make them look any better than Carmen
Bryan or Karrine “Superhead” Steffans, who
started this trend.
Steffans’ no-holds-barred book about her
life as a “video vixen” gave her a quick shot at
fame-and-fortune, and it’s highly unlikely she
will be complaining about lack of privacy anytime soon.
But I guess as long as they continue putting
on a show, we will all continue to watch — especially if they’re dressed nice.
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Southern
Utah senior
quarterback
Wes Marshall
scrambles in
the pocket. Last
season Marshall
threw for 19
touchdowns
and nearly 2,000
yards.
PROVIDED P HOTO

THUNDERBIRDS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

16

Meier said he thought his team
played pretty well, even with some
injuries.
“We went up to their place to open
the season, and we actually did play a
very good game against them,” he said.
“We had our chances to win, even halfway through the fourth quarter.”
The Grizzlies are the same team
that bounced the Salukis (2-0) from the
playoffs last season, shutting down SIU’s
offense in a 20-3 Montana victory.
Kill said he knows first-hand about

DEFENSE
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

Montana, which held SIU to 129 total
yards in last year’s playoffs.
Kill also said Southern Utah is
also a tough place to play, so this
game won’t be as easy as it was for the
Salukis last season, when they routed
the Thunderbirds 59-0 at McAndrew
Stadium.
“You look at their schedule, it’s
unbelievable,” Kill said. “It’ll be a totally
different situation than it was a year
ago, very tough place to play, so we got
our work cut out for us.”
The injuries hurt the Thunderbirds
against the North Dakota Fighting
Sioux, who they lost to 37-10 last

16

Williams’ score marked the first time SIU
had converted on two interception returns for
touchdowns since the 2005 season.
The first came 30 seconds into the second
quarter with the score still at 0-0 when 6-foot,
310-pound defensive tackle Larry Luster cut off
a Nicholson screen pass and ran it back 55 yards
for his first visit to the end zone in his college
career.
“I just remember seeing the ball in the air and
then 50 yards later just running and getting in the
end zone and being really excited,” Luster said. “I
was just thinking, ‘I just hope I don’t get caught.’”
Luster, a senior, said people kept telling him
he looked surprisingly speedy in his 55-yard
return, but the runback was simply a result of
good blocking by defensive teammates, especially
sophomore defensive tackle Chris Arthurs and
junior defensive end Kendrick Young.
“It wasn’t really speed, it was more just me
getting there,” Luster said.
Williams brought in his second interception
of the game and the team’s third as the clock
expired while Nicholson was attempting to get
his team within field goal range with about five
seconds remaining in the game.
Williams said all the turnovers came down
to willingness to execute and take advantage of
opportunities.
“You have the chance to make a play, you got
to make it,” Williams said. “If you make a play,
make something big out of it.”
Sean McGahan can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 269 or mcgahan@siu.edu.

VOLLEYBALL
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

week.
North Dakota, which is ranked No.
2 in Division II polls, piled up 550 total
yards against Southern Utah.
The Fighting Sioux committed four
turnovers, and, while the Thunderbirds
threw just the one interception, Meier
said the execution was lacking.
“We have to do a better job of
assignment football than we did this
week, and really prepare hard,” Meier
said. “We’ll get blown out if we play
like we did against North Dakota.”
Scott Mieszala can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 256 or smieszala@siude.com.
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able to string together more than
four consecutive points leading to
blowout defeats of 30-15, 30-14
and 30-14.
Illinois senior middle blocker
Vicki Brown and freshman outside hitter Laura DeBruler led
the offensive attack for the Illini
(7-2). Winkeler said the team
was focusing on stopping Brown,
but the Salukis failed in that
regard.
“Vicki (Brown) is an amazing
player,” Winkeler said. “She was
all-Big Ten last season, and she
was player of a caliber we had not
quite seen this year.”
DeBruler finished with 19
kills and a .472 hitting percentage; Brown had 12 kills and a
.579 hitting percentage.
Senior outside hitter Stefanie
Alde had 13 kills in her first game
after returning from a lower-back
injury — SIU did not expect her
to be on the floor, Winkeler said.
For SIU, sophomore middle
blocker Chandra Roberson finished with a team-high five kills,
sophomore outside hitter Kelsie
Laughlin had four kills and seven
digs while junior setter Brooklyn
Robbins finished with 16 assists
and a team-high .200 hitting
percentage.

Despite the offensive struggles, though, Winkeler said the
experience of playing in front
of a large crowd against a quality opponent was good for the
Salukis.
Defensively, junior libero
Kristy Elswick had a season-low
10 digs in the match while sophomore middle blocker Marina
Medic, who entered the match
averaging 1.31 blocks per game,
had no blocks.
“They were big,” Roberson
said. “It wasn’t really something
we were used to.”
The Salukis will try and shake
off the poor performance and
shift their focus to the opening of
Missouri Valley Conference play
against Illinois State University
at 7 p.m. Friday at Davies
Gymnasium. SIU also plays
Indiana State University at home
Saturday at 7 p.m.
Roberson said the team is
anxious to start conference play
while on their quest to earn a
MVC playoff appearance for the
first time since 2002.
“We are extremely excited
about this weekend,” Roberson
said. “This loss gets us even more
pumped up for Illinois State and
Indiana State.”
Justin Stofferahn can be reached at
536-3311 ext. (282) or jstoff@siu.edu.
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Saluki Insider

QUESTIONS WANTED

The Chicago Bears were just one team to have key players injured inWeek 1, losing
both Mike Brown and Dusty Dvoracek for the season. Will the Bears be able to recuperate and return to the Super Bowl?

SEAN MCGAHAN
smcgahan
@siude.com

“The Bears will recover, just like they
did last season when they lost Brown
and Tommie Harris. They’re actually in
better shape this time because the other
safety is Adam Archuleta instead of Chris
Harris, and Tommie Harris is a lot more
important to the Bears’ defense than
Dvoracek.”

MEGAN KRAMPER
mkramper
@siude.com

“Though the two are great players, the
only player the Bears can’t afford to lose from
their loaded defense is the one and only No.
54. Offensively, however, they are an injury
away at every position except receivers from
making punter Brad Maynard’s leg fall off
due to overuse.”

?
This could be you

SCOTT MIESZALA
smieszala
@siude.com

Tired of Chicago-related Saluki
Banter? Send us your questions
about anything in the sports world,
and we will answer them. E-mail
your questions to smiezala@siude.
com or mcgahan@siu.edu, or call
536-3311 ext. 269.

“They most likely will recover but probably won’t get close to making the playoffs.
And unfortunately my favorite, the St. Louis
Rams, also lost a big player with Orlando
Pace to injuries so it looks like the Super
Bowl champ won’t come from the Midwest
this year.”

The French Connection
Senior leader is key
factor in women’s
tennis turn around
Megan Kramper
DAILY EGYPTIAN

For Sabine Tsala Mvilongo, playing tennis has always been a way
of life.
Before Mvilongo, a senior from
Aulnay, France, closes another chapter in her tennis career, she says she
has more to accomplish.
Tsala Mvilongo, SIU’s topranked singles player last year, will
B RANDON C HAPPLE ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN
begin her final season in her collegiate career Friday, when the SIU Senior tennis player Sabine Tsala Mvilongo reacts during a
women’s tennis team begins the Ole practice match Tuesday. Tsala Mvilongo, a native of France, was the
Miss Classic in Oxford, Miss.
top-ranked player on the SIU women’s team last season.
Tsala Mvilongo first picked up
In her first season donning a player,” Nothwehr said.
a tennis racket before she began
After playing with a few diflosing her baby teeth. She began Saluki jersey, she was ranked as the
playing at 5 years old, with guidance No. 1 singles player.
ferent partners last season, Tsala
from her father Denis, a former
Tsala Mvilongo said while she Mvilongo will compete with sophotennis player and
would like to more Jessica Flannery in doubles
win more singles this season.
current coach in
Nothwehr said the two compleFrance.
matches this seaShe’s a very, very
At age 10,
son, she would ment each other well.
consistent player
she began playalso like to help
“With Jessica’s attacking style
— Audra Nothwehr the Salukis build
and Sabine’s consistency, you don’t
ing competitively
women’s tennis head coach
in France, which
on a 13-10 record want two players who both attack
led her to find
from last season.
or are both consistent,” Nothwehr
She said the goal is not much of said.
flyers that gave her the opportunity
to play internationally.
a stretch.
With their two styles together,
After narrowing her choices
“It’s very possible because we Nothwehr looks for the duo to be
to the United States and London, have a bright coach who is very ranked in the top two for many
meets this season.
Tsala Mvilongo said she chose the positive,” she said.
United States for one reason.
Tsala Mvilongo said she knew
Plans for after graduation are
“I came to America because I first-year head coach Audra uncertain for Tsala Mvilongo, who
could get good scholarships here,” Nothwehr would fit the team well plans to graduate in the spring with
she said.
because she has lots of energy and a degree in marketing, but she said
she hopes to stay in Carbondale.
After two years at Jacksonville can make practice more enjoyable.
Community College in Jacksonville,
Nothwehr said she looks for Tsala
Fla., where she compiled a 45-5 sin- Mvilongo to be a top competitor in Megan Kramper can be reached at 536gles record, Tsala Mvilongo trans- singles competition this year.
3311 ext. 282 or megkramp@siu.edu.
ferred to SIU last season.
“She’s a very, very consistent

“

r.
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BANTER, page 15: Do the Bears stand a
chance of a return to the ‘big game?’
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Help from the other side
Defense spurred
offense in Saluki upset
Sean McGahan
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Seconds before Brandon Williams
would make the stunning Saluki upset
against Northern Illinois feasible, the
cornerback sensed what was coming.
Williams, a sophomore cornerback
for the SIU football squad, noticed
Northern Illinois quarterback Dan
Nicholson’s tendency to throw the
hitch-pass. Williams was pleased
when SIU defensive coordinator Tracy
Claeys called a cover-two formation
with Northern facing second-and-12
on the 50-yard line in the fourth
quarter.
“With the coverage that was called,
I felt like if they were to run a hitch, I
was going to get it,” Williams said.
Williams said the rest was just
execution.
Williams cut under his coverage,
leapt into the air and came down with
Nicholson’s throw. With a limited
number of red jerseys in his way, the
cornerback ran the ball 52 yards for
the Salukis’ second interception return
for the game.
“It was just what we do everyday
in practice,” Williams said. “Read the
quarterback, read my assignments, and
I just had a good break on the ball.”
The seven points did more than
put SIU within 10 points of Northern
Illinois with 10 minutes and 30 seconds left in the game.
The points changed the tone of a
game that seemed to be lost for the
Salukis and set a spark in the entire
team that would allow them to make

A NTHONY S OUFFLÉ ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

Saluki defensive tackle Larry Luster makes his way past the NIU defense as he returns an interception 55 yards for a touchdown during
Saturday’s game in DeKalb. Luster’s interception was one of three on that day.
the startling comeback, said senior
quarterback Nick Hill.
“Anytime you can get 14 points
from your defense, you got to feel
good about your chances, and then as
an offense, you see them putting up 14,

you got to step up and do your part,”
Hill said.
That is exactly what happened,
as Hill and the offense scored two
touchdowns in the final 61 seconds to
win the game 34-31.

No. 7 SIU just another
tough opponent for
the Thunderbirds
Scott Mieszala
DAILY EGYPTIAN
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Salukis fail to adjust
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Hoping to continue building
momentum before conference play,
SIU’s volleyball team met a brick wall
Wednesday night.
The Salukis were swept in their
road loss against the University of
Illinois Urbana-Champaign. The
Salukis have won just one match in

defense making two big plays,” Kill
said. “We turned it over once, and they
turned it over three times, and that’s
the difference in the football game.”
See DEFENSE, Page 14

Nothing comes easy
for Southern Utah

Junior setter
Brooklyn
Robbins
prepares to
serve the ball at
a tournament
Friday. Robbins
finished with
a team -high
16 assists and
.200 hitting
percentage
in SIU’s loss
to UIUC
Wednesday
night.

Justin Stofferahn

The flashy comeback of the offense
wouldn’t have been possible, however,
without the scoring plays from the
defense, said head coach Jerry Kill.
“There’s no question we wouldn’t
have won the game without the

their last five against Illinois, with the
only victory coming in 1983.
Offensively, Illinois hit .452
compared to the Salukis (8-3) paltry negative .030 hitting percentage.
Illinois offense was further aided by
a lack of quality blocking from the
Salukis. SIU finished with two blocks
throughout the match, while Illinois
had 11.
“Our blocking wasn’t getting

pressure over a lot, and we were not
in the right position sometimes,” SIU
head coach Brenda Winkeler said.
“We weren’t getting our hands over.
They were straight up, and the ball
was coming off us a lot.”
The Salukis failed to build any
offensive tempo and quickly fell
behind in each game. SIU was never
See VOLLEYBALL, Page 14

For the Southern Utah
Thunderbirds, playing the SIU football team Saturday is just another
game in their schedule from
hell.
Salukis,
The
ranked No. 7 in The
Sports Network’s Top
25, are just one of
seven ranked teams
the Thunderbirds
face this season.
Currently six of those
teams are in the top
10, and the other is
ranked No. 20.
Southern Utah head coach
Wes Meier said The Sports
Network ranked his team’s schedule as the toughest in the Football
Championship Subdivision.
“We don’t feel like we get a
breather,” Meier said. “We’re
stacked.”
The key for Southern Utah,
Meier said, is senior quarterback

Wes Marshall.
In addition to having thrown for
347 yards in two games this season,
Marshall leads the Thunderbirds in
rushing attempts and yards.
Meier said Marshall’s speed is
deceptive, and he’s Southern Utah’s
offensive leader.
Defensively, Saluki head coach
Jerry Kill said the Thunderbirds
are difficult to prepare for because
they give opponents plenty of
different looks and
fronts.
Meier said a
problem with Southern
Utah’s defense thus far
is a banged-up secondary, which has
three starters nursing
injuries. He said the
three players are all
gametime decisions
with lingering injuries.
The Thunderbirds’ first opponent was the Montana Grizzlies,
who are currently ranked No. 2.
Southern Utah (2-0) trailed
17-9 heading into the fourth
quarter, but Montana closed the
Thunderbirds out by scoring 20
points in the final period.
See THUNDERBIRDS, Page 14

